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Spot the Difference Puzzle Book for Adults Brain Teasers Rebus Puzzles Games Volume3 Add Easy
Fun Skill For Adults. Brain Teasers Rebus Puzzles Games
The difficulty level of the Rebus Puzzles varies from easy to
medium For Adults. Rebus Puzzles is a massive collection of
word & picture puzzles that contain a hidden word, phrase or
idiom. Fun !Games and Have Skill!

Good Times! Easy Puzzles & Brain Games
Can you find the all the differences in this beautiful picture
puzzle book for adults? You will enjoy these puzzles even if
you are not a find the difference fan. In this picture search
book for adults, there are lots of beautiful pictures to compare
and they include pictures and photos of buildings, living
rooms, paintings, graffiti & more In this activity book for
adults, some of the following features are available: 50 brain
boosting puzzles that will keep you busy for a while and help
keep your brain sharp. Difficulty levels vary with each picture
and also within the picture itself. Some differences will be
easy or relatively easy to spot while others will require
focused concentration in order to find the differences. The
amount of differences to find per picture will be listed at the
bottom of each page. This is not a small book and has a size
of 8.5" x 11". Each original image is at the top of the page
while the changed picture is directly below. Having trouble?
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solutions are included at the back
of this book. If you are looking for activities for the elderly or
yourself, then this book is for you. Don't delay. Order your
picture puzzle book now!

Rebus Word and Picture Puzzles
Takes you back to the twentieth century as you put your
power of observation to the test.

Brain Puzzles for Adults
Crossword puzzles that are fun for everyone! 101 puzzles for
hours of entertainment. Frustration-free with just the right
level of challenge. Large-print puzzles that are easy to read.
Giant grids make it simple to enter letters.

Advanced Crossword Picture Puzzles and Easy
Wordpuzzle
What a challenging puzzle book! Get it for you or offer it as a
special Gift It's a perfect picture puzzles book, dedicated for
adults, teens and kids who are looking for challenging
puzzles to solve. You will surely spend a high quality and
enjoyable time finding the differences between the pictures.
This book contains multiple real photos related to travels and
trips. It's the Vol. 2 of the last spot the differences book with
the title : Spot The Differences - Real Photo Puzzles The
difficulty level of each photo varies between easy, medium
and hard. It's up to you to solve them all! Specifications : 8.5 x
11 inches (15.24 x 22.86 cm) 63 well made pages Great size
- Large enough Photos Well designed matte cover Do you
think you can solve them all ? Well, GET it Now
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The Fun and Easy Memory Activity Book for Adults
Brain Teasers Rebus Puzzles Games
In this terrific adult activity book, you will find a excellent
variety of fun activities. In particular, the book is full of easy
puzzles, brain games, writing activities and coloring pages.
Some of the popular puzzles and brain games in this book
include: Word Searches Spot the Odd One Out Shadow
Finder Find the Differences Logic Puzzles Sudoku
Crosswords Mazes Trivia Challenges and more There are
also many coloring pages in this book including: Interesting
Designs People Flowers Animals Classic Items and more In
this activity book, there are also select writing activities.
Topics include: Favorite Concert Dream Vacation Beloved
Pet A Family Mystery and More Altogether, The Fun and
Relaxing Adult Activity Book offers hours of entertainment for
adults of all ages, from young adults to seniors.

Games Magazine Presents Paint by Numbers
Make your mind young, agile, vibrant & powerful! Live life to
the fullest! Have fun! #1 Best Seller in general adult puzzles.
Thousands of challenging & entertaining puzzles! Increase
your brain's effective IQ with daily adult puzzle solving. Your
IQ (Intelligence Quotient) is considered the leading
determinant of your financial and personal success. Increase
your IQ for success in professional and personal life. Over
2000 fascinating logic, language, math & picture puzzles! The
average God-given IQ of an adult is 150. The average
effective (day-to-day) IQ is a mere 100-110. Medical science
cannot yet increase the God-given IQ. However, we can
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chief among them puzzle solving. Put a puzzle in front of a
child and watch what happens. It's amazing, really. With no
explanation or modeling the child will simply get to work,
taking the puzzle apart and putting it back together piece by
piece. Children are like this. They run, they jump, they seek
out challenges and new experiences, and teach themselves
by being playful and curious. At some point though, it's hard
to say exactly when, we stop playing. We exercise our bodies
and our minds only when we have to, focusing on the results
and dreading the process. I created this book of brain puzzles
to help adults return to that state of mind we generally
associate with the very young: a place where learning is
accomplished in a spirit of play, recreation, and adventure. I
created this book because I believe that puzzles of all kinds,
whether crosswords, anagrams, or Sudoku puzzles, can
remind us to be curious and to see challenges as exciting
rather than daunting. Though I've written many brain puzzles
for children, this is specifically a book for those of us ages 18
and up. It's a book for the student seeking to improve his
English or Math skills; as well as a book for the teacher trying
to find new ways to connect her students with the material; or
simply for the passenger on the bus; and anyone else who
seeks entertaining ways to keep the mind moving and fit.
After all, exercise isn't just about jumping jacks and freeweights. Both our bodies and our minds need and love
exercise. Contrary to popular belief our brains are capable of
growth (effective IQ) and change throughout our entire lives.
It's easy to underestimate our minds, but so long as we are
open to life-long learning as adults, our minds will continue to
grow with us. Much has been made of the health benefits of
doing brain puzzles. It's true that many studies have shown
that individuals who regularly do crosswords and similar
activities have improved Page
memory,
improved daily functioning,
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onset and reduced risk of conditions such as Alzheimer's
Disease. That's all wonderful, and is a large part of why I
believe brain puzzles are so important, but people have been
doing crosswords for far longer than doctors have been
prescribing them. The reason for this is simple. We find them
enjoyable. My hope for all those who read this book is
foremost that you achieve your educational goals, whether
you're trying to improve your spelling by decoding anagrams;
sharpen your math skills with multiple operation problems; or
hone your sense of detail and analysis by finding the
difference between two images in a picture puzzle. But even
more than this I hope that you become (if you are not already)
a lover of puzzles, because to be a lover of puzzles is to be a
lover of learning at any age. Go play. PUZZLES AND YOU
Our mind requires nurturing with puzzles. This book includes
a wide array of puzzles and games.

Brain Teasers for Adults
Identify look-alikes and differences in pictures of clown faces,
dancing frogs, a school of goldfish, a boxful of playful
puppies, and other subjects.

Brain Games - Easy Picture Puzzles
More crossword & wordsearch puzzles, this crossword book
provides hours of fun and challenge. Crossword puzzles are a
perfect way to entertain and educate at the same time. Here,
kids will get the chance to learn new words and to practice
the vocabulary they already have. Written by collegeeducated, native speakers of English Presented in a largetype, easy-to-read format Starts with Very Easy & Advanced
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subjects Advanced Crossword & Word Search With Picture
Brain Game For Adults Paper Books

Topsy Turvy Land
This picture puzzle book for adults is a food themed book with
beautiful mouthwatering images that will challenge your
observation skills and provide you with some brain boosting
puzzles. Should you accept the challenge to find all
differences without looking at the clues; you are in for an
enjoyable experience. In this spot the difference picture book
for adults, some of the following features are available: There
are a total of 25 puzzles in this book with plenty of differences
to find. There is only one picture per page and the picture
with the changed differences is directly below. The bottom of
the page will tell you how many differences you will have to
find. The number of differences vary between 15-30 with a
total of 500 differences to spot. The picture puzzles were
designed to be relatively easy but each picture also has its
challenges and the last few differences can be very
challenging to find. If you really have to take a peek, the
solutions at the back of the book will give you that revealing
moment where you realize that you should have seen the
change; but somehow it has managed to evade your careful
observations. There are different types of changes such as
color changes, shapes increasing in size and more This
what's different activity book for adults is very large at 8.5 x
11 in (21.59 x 27.94 cm). Picture puzzles for adults is an
amazing way to pass the time and if you are not a spot the
difference fan, this book may just persuade you to become
one. Hurry. Buy this picture find book for adults now and
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Relaxing Brain Games & Puzzles For Adults: Word
Search, Picture Puzzles, Logic Games, Sudoku,
Memory Games and Much More
This entertaining books has an excellent selection of easy
puzzles and brain games for adults. With large-print and clear
images, this book is a delight for seniors. Have hours of fun
and relaxation with this enjoyable book.

The Big Book of Rebuses
This book is packed with a wide variety of easy puzzles and
brain games for seniors. Good Times! Easy Puzzles and
Brain Games has large print throughout the book for a
comfortable and relaxing puzzling experience. The puzzles
and brainteasers in this book challenge the reader to use a
wide variety of mental skills including logic, memory, attention
to detail and problem solving. There are many entertaining
puzzles and brain games in the book including: Visual
puzzles such as Find the Differences, Shadow Finders and
Spot the Odd One Out. Word puzzles such as Word
Searches, Crosswords and Unscrambles. Memory brain
games such as Lovely Lists, Neat Numbers and Symbol
Sequence. Logic and number brain games such as Divine
Deduction, Tally Totals and Step By Step. Before each set of
puzzles, there is an easy-to-read explanation of how to solve
that particular kind of brain game, in case the reader is
unfamiliar with any of the puzzle styles. Seniors will have
hours of fun and mental stimulation with this entertaining
book.
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The Easy Adult Activity Book
This picture puzzle book for adults contains beautiful pictures
of varying difficulties and if you are looking for an enjoyable
and relaxing time, then this find the difference book is for you!
Test your observational skills and find all the differences
without looking at the solutions. Here's some of what you will
find inside this spot the differences picture puzzle book: The
book size is 8.5 x 11 in (21.59 x 27.94 cm) it is large enough
to help you spot the differences that are a little bit more
challenging. There are 50 beautiful brain boosting picture
puzzles for you to compare. Each puzzle is labelled with the
amount of differences that you have to find per puzzle. Some
puzzles are difficult; some are relatively easy and most
puzzles contain a mixture of easy to difficult differences. In
this spot the differences picture puzzle book, there are over
800 differences for you to find. The answers for each puzzle
can be found at the back of the book and the differences are
indicated by a circle. Have fun and enjoy yourself with this
find the difference puzzle book for adults. Don't delay! Buy
this fantastic picture puzzle book now as a gift to yourself or
for someone else!

Supreme Spot the Difference Book for Adults
Hanjie (pronounced Han-JEA to rhyme with ninja) is the
massively popular Japanese puzzle craze. Number clues and
simple logic lead you to fill in some boxes while leaving others
blank. If you fill in the boxes correctly, a picture will emerge!
This game is perfect for anyone addicted to Sudoku and
looking for a new challenge. Puzzle master Timothy E.
Parker, named by Guinness World Records as "the world's
most syndicated puzzle compiler," provides instructions and
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ranging from easy to medium to
hard. The harder the puzzle, the more subtle and beautiful
the resulting picture will be. How to Play: The numbers tell
you the sequence of black squares you must fill in. Each
group of black squares is separated by at least one white
(empty) square. Successfully completing the puzzle will
reveal a surprising picture.

Hanjie Griddlers Nonograms
Test your powers of observation! Sharpen your observation
skills with these simple puzzles. This collection of picture
puzzles is fun and addicting!

Spot the Differences
Take a break and have fun with this new activity book for
adults! This book is filled with an excellent variety of relaxing
puzzles, delightful coloring pages, brain games and more.
With characteristics such as classic trivia, and pleasant
images that adults will enjoy, this activity book is specifically
designed for adults - while still being wholesome and familyfriendly, so that activities can be shared with anyone.
Entertaining activities in this book include: Word Searches
Coloring Pages Spot the Differences Easy Puzzles Word
Games Writing Activities Brain Games Scales & Weights
Unscramble Logic Puzzles Odd One Out Crosswords Mazes
Pictures to Sayings What Would You Rather? Sudoku Trivia
Games And more! Relax and enjoy hours of entertainment
with this terrific adult activity book!

Fantastic Picture Puzzles
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seniors with mild to moderate dementia, or who have
cognitive decline due to another illness. The book includes
very simple picture puzzles, coloring pages and word
searches.

Fantastic Spot the Difference Book for Adults.
Various Picture Puzzle Books for Adults (47 Puzzles)
Do you want something that will test your brain to its limits?
Puzzles that are so devious that they will have you pulling
your hair out in frustration? A Rebus is a difficult and
sometimes cunning puzzle, which comprises of a box with
words or letters contained inside which go to making up a wellknown word, phrase or name. And you can find dozens of
them inside The Big Book of Rebuses: Brain Training for Kids
and Adults, a fun and entertaining book where you will
discover: Lots of great puzzles A varying complexity, from
easy to advanced Suitable for children and adults Hours of
fun Solutions for when it is just too hard And more Perfect for
passing the time of day when you are bored, or for helping
older people to keep their minds active, this is a book that will
provide hours of mind bending puzzles. Get your brain
working harder with your own copy of The Big Book of
Rebuses: Brain Training for Kids and Adults, now!

The Official Book of Hanjie
This book has a wonderful mix of easy puzzles, brain games
and memory activities for seniors. Delightful! Easy Puzzles,
Memory Activities and Brain Games has many classic
puzzles including: Large-print Word Searches Find the
Differences Mazes Sudoku Shadow Finder Spot the Odd One
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games in this book such as: Pictures to Sayings Complete it!
Divine Deduction Lovely Lists Merry Matching And More This
book is great for seniors because of its large-print and easy-tosee images. Have hours of fun working on this delightful
book!

Easy Puzzles and Brain Games for Adults
Give your brain a test. Give your eyes a rest. Looking for a
way to keep your brain on its toes? Well, there is nothing
more mentally stimulating or fun than good old-fashioned
brain teasers. And since everyday life doesn't throw
perplexing riddles at us very often, Brain Teasers for Adults
offers a variety of tricky, yet "doable" puzzles to help build
your logic, math, and wordplay. The unique skills derived from
solving brain teasers helps put you in a better position to
resolve important problems from work to daily life. Go in order
of difficulty or skip around--the decision is yours! Solve all 75
brain teasers and stand tall, knowing you have outsmarted
the puzzle-maker himself. Inside Brain Teasers for Adults,
you'll find: Choose your difficulty--Moving from simple Duck
Soup Puzzles to Head Scratchers, engage your brain on
different levels, with each riddle labeled by difficulty. 5
Categories--Filled with brain teasers categories such as
Wordplay, Logic, Card puzzles, and more are meant to
stimulate your thoughts in different ways. Clues to use--An
optional clues section has been provided for each question in
case a little extra help is needed! Time to discover how fun
and rewarding puzzle-solving can be with Brain Teasers for
Adults!

Supreme Spot the Difference Book for Adults:
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Various Picture Puzzles.: Hidden Pictures for Adults.
Find the Difference Games.
Twenty-two entertaining picture puzzles that tell jokes,
stories, riddles, and more by combining words, objects, and
letters. Solutions.

200 Kakuro and 200 Grand Tour Puzzles. Adults
Puzzles Book. Easy Levels.
Enjoy an easy and fun way to exercise your memory! In this
book, you will find a wonderful selection of activities, puzzles
and games which target different memory and brain skills.
Short-term memory -- There are many activities that exercise
short-term memory in this book including Delightful Details,
Particular Pictures, Lovely Lists, Backwards and The Memory
Challenge. Long-term memory -- You can exercise your longterm recall of life events and other knowledge through several
activities in this book including Writing About Your Life, Cool
Categories, Rhyme Time and Well Made Words. Easy
Puzzles and Brain Games -- There are many classic puzzles
that use either use short or long-term memory throughout this
book including Crosswords, Word Searches, Spot the Odd
One Out, Find the Differences, and Sudoku. The great variety
of activities in this book provide your with an easy way to
exercise your memory and have fun at the same time.

Entertaining! Adult Activity Book
This spot the difference puzzle book for adults comes with a
collection of 50 very addictive and enjoyable picture puzzles
covering the USA. Pictures include restaurants, The Statue of
Liberty, the Golden Gate Bridge and many more exciting
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improve observation levels to the next degree. Are you up for
the challenge? It's also meant to give your brain a great
workout. These spot the difference puzzles ranges from total
beginner stage to very tricky and difficult levels. It is mainly
focused on adults but young teenagers with a sharp mind will
also be able to complete these picture puzzles thus boosts
the mood and giving the user a sense of relaxation at the
same time. Some pointers on what makes this Spot the
Difference Book for Adults so unique: Contains stunning
photographs across America that is real eye candy for your
eyes. These images are vibrant, rich in color and true candy
to the unseen eye! One picture puzzle per sheet. Solutions
can be found at the back of the book, just in case you need to
take a peek! The size of the book is 8.0" x 10". Thus ensuring
you can have maximum pleasure finding the changes. This
book has 50 mouthwatering photographs, all waiting for you
to decipher the subtle modifications and increasing your
observation abilities. Differences range from 10 to 20 per
photograph. You can always challenge your friends to see
who can find all the changes the fastest! What are you
waiting for? Add this spot the difference book to the Cart
RIGHT NOW and get Puzzling!!!

Funster Crossword Puzzle Book for Adults
New York's glacier-carved landscape features an incredible
array of beautiful waterfalls. This full-color guide takes hikers
to 122 of the finest publicly accessible waterfalls across the
state, offering detailed descriptions of each hike, with maps
and information on distance, difficulty, elevation change, best
time of year to visit, and highlights along the way.
Photographers will find tips on composition, exposures,
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lighting,
and gear. Scott E. Brown is an
outdoor photographer who lives in Horsham, Pennsylvania.
He is the author of Pennsylvania Waterfalls
(978-0-8117-3184-3) and Pennsylvania Mountain Vistas
(978-0-8117-3439-4).

The Fun and Relaxing Adult Activity Book
Paint by Numbers is the most exciting new kind of puzzle to
come along in many years. These "picture logic" puzzles
already have a following of millions of devoted fans in Japan,
where they were invented five years ago. And now Games,
the magazine that introduced Paint by Numbers to the United
States last year, proudly brings you an English-language
version of the Japanese book that started the craze. The
concept is brilliantly simple. You start with an empty grid;
numbers above and to the side tell you how many squares in
each row and column should be filled in. The trick is that the
numbers don't tell you which squares to fill in -- that's for you
to determine through logical reasoning and by working back
and forth between the rows and columns. When you
complete the puzzle correctly, you'll find you've made a
picture! Complete instructions and some time-saving tips are
included at the front of this book, along with 123 puzzles
ranging from easy to very challenging. This book will give
every puzzle fan many satisfying hours of entertainment.

Spot the Differences - Islands Real Photo Puzzles
A book with brand new, previously unpublished Hanjie
puzzles. Hanjie puzzles are known under many different
names, but the game is always the same: it is your goal to
paint the grid by following the clues and using logic as your
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some call this kind of puzzles "paint doku" or "paint by
numbers." The pictures in this book were designed by artists
and turned into puzzles by Djape. There is also an
introduction which explains the basic techniques used to
solve the puzzles. Among them, the "cornering" technique is
also explained. Finally, there is even a story hidden in this
book, made of solved images. Can you find what it is and
which images constitute the story that the author had in
mind? _______________________________________ griddlers
book, nonograms book, picross book, oekaki book, hanjie
book, paint by numbers book, paintdoku book, pic-a-pix book,
griddlers, nonograms, picross, oekaki, hanjie, paint by
numbers, paintdoku, pic-a-pix, best griddlers book, best
nonograms book, best picross book, best oekaki book, best
hanjie book, best paint by numbers book, best paintdoku
book, best pic-a-pix book

Spot the Differences Picture Puzzles for Kids
Can you spot the difference? BRAIN FUN PICTURE
PUZZLES elevates the fun-level of what’s considered a
classic among puzzlers. Within these pages are several types
of picture puzzles: Spot the difference; find one changed
photo among six; reassemble a cut-up image; each
presented in a variety of categories. Within each category,
puzzles are presented in increasing difficulty levels. Alongside
each, solvers can compare their time to that of expert
puzzlers and check off each difference as they spot it.
Researchers have shown that games like these keep your
brain sharp, challenge your powers of observation and train
your eye to notice the smallest of details. And, you'll have fun
while reaping the benefits. It a win-win!
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Brain Fun Picture Puzzles
Holmes presents a tickling collection of sudoku and puzzles.
Notable warm-up and good brain training. Kakuro levels are
8x8 + 9x9 + 10x10 + 11x11. Grand Tour puzzles 9x9 easy
levels. Book for superior mental support. In addition, there are
links to download 500 puzzles. I hope you enjoy this book.
Best Regards, Basford Holmes

Fantastic Spot the Difference Book for Adults
This terrific book is filled with engaging and entertaining brain
games and puzzles for adults including: Picture Puzzles and
Brain Games - Puzzles include Odd One Out, Find the
Differences, Two of a Kind and Shadow Finder. These brain
games are fun and exercise attention to detail. Word Puzzles
and Brain Games - Puzzles include Word Search, Starts
With, Brainstorm, Crosswords, Clues and Rhymes, and
Unscramble. These brain games focus on vocabulary, recall
and having a good time. Logic Puzzles and Brain Games Games include Super Scales, Traditional Logic Puzzles, and
Put it In Order. These puzzles focus on using reasoning and
logical deduction. And More Brain Games - Including Memory
Muscles which is a fun way to engage your memory; as well
as the Half and Half, and Reflection, which are puzzles that
provide an enjoyable way to engage visual-spacial skills. All
together, the activities in this book provide mental exercise
and entertainment. Moreover, large-print and clear images
are used through out the book to make sure the book is easy
to read, and relaxing to complete - which makes this puzzle
book an excellent choice for adults of all ages, including
seniors. Have hours of fun and relaxation working through
this book!
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Journal of Experimental Psychology
These 80 Crossword Puzzles are Easy on the Eyes and
Challenging to the Mind These challenges were written with
the casual crossword puzzle aficionado in mind. I've always
like to do the easy or medium puzzles, in fact, all the
crossword books I own are completed up to the point the
difficult ones begin. Your mind and the minds of your friends
deserve this entertaining workout, testing knowledge of
words, trivia, and spelling. If you enjoy the daily or weekly
crosswords in the New York Times or other such paper, the
puzzles in this book will be too easy for you. We've made our
puzzles in large type to make them easier on the eyes. Even
our solutions are in an easy-to-read format with six answer
keys per page. This large-print crossword puzzle book offers:
80 medium crossword puzzles to buoy the spirit and exercise
the mind Hours and hours of captivating challenges Largeprint puzzles and solutions Large grids make it easier to enter
letters Medium level crosswords Hundreds of clues to solve
Great for limbering up the mind during breakfast, an evening's
entertainment, a break at the office, or to pass the time
enjoyably while on a train or plane.

Supreme Picture Puzzle Books for Adults
The fantastic spot the difference book for adults will take you
on a mind bending adventure with beautiful pictures that were
carefully selected for maximum visual pleasure. Grab a cup of
coffee and start solving these amazing picture puzzles. Relax
your mind and enjoy the full range of color images. This book
will keep you busy for a while while also being very enjoyable.
It was a pleasure to create and will also be fun for you to find
all the differences. What you will find in this picture puzzle
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been designed for enjoyment. Most differences will be
relatively easy to find while the last few differences will be a
little bit harder to spot. While doing quality checks, we
identified around 80% of the differences without breaking a
sweat the remaining puzzles required some intense scrutiny.
This picture puzzle book has 700+ differences and it is
possible to find all of them just be patient and take your time.
The amount of differences per picture are listed below each
image and the amount of differences vary from 5-30 per
puzzle. This is a large find the difference book with a size of
8.5" x 11" to make it easier to spot the differences. Pages are
divided in half so that each page has one image with the
changed image directly below it. Should you feel the urge to
take a sneak peak, all solutions to each picture puzzle are at
the back of the book. Don't wait! Grab your new and exciting
spot the difference book now and start an amazing
adventure. You are in for a treat!

Easy Picture Puzzles
***PLEASE NOTE: The book was completely revamped 35
new images were also used and all images were redone
completely. Difficulty levels have been reduced considerably.
To get an indication of what you could expect, please have a
look at the cover and back image and also use the look inside
feature. *** This fantastic spot the difference book for adults
contains 47 beautiful image puzzles that will rack your brain.
Pictures start out with 5 differences per picture and increase
to a maximum of 20 differences per picture. This is an 8"x10"
book to ensure that your images are big enough and crisp
and clear. Most of the differences are easy to spot, while
others can be more difficult. You have been challenged.
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"When God made the earth and the heavens above with
beautiful colors so bright, with so many hues, how did he
choose? Yet somehow they all look just right." --page 1. This
is an inspirational book for young children.

Spot the Differences - Real Photo Puzzles about
Traveling
What a challenging puzzle book! Get it for you or offer it as a
special Gift (
a New Collection : Islands
) It's a perfect
picture puzzles book, dedicated for adults, teens and kids
who are looking for challenging puzzles to solve. You will
surely spend a high quality and enjoyable time finding the
differences between the pictures. This book contains multiple
real photos related to islands! The difficulty level of each
photo varies between easy, medium and hard. It's up to you
to solve them all! Specifications : 8.5 x 11 inches (15.24 x
22.86 cm) 63 well made pages Great size - Large enough
Photos Well designed matte cover Do you think you can solve
them all ? Well, GET it Now

New York Waterfalls
Twenty-five pairs of color illustrations from classic magazine
covers invite children — and adults, too! — to spot the
differences. Works by Norman Rockwell, John Falter, Stevan
Dohanos, Richard Sargent, many others. Solutions.

Delightful! Easy Puzzles, Memory Activities and
Brain Games for Adults
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chosen for their fun aspect so that you can enjoy yourself with
this photo puzzle hunt. If you concentrate hard enough, you
should not have any trouble finding all the differences. In this
picture puzzle book you will see some of the following: 25
puzzles to find lots of differences. Each page has one image
with the altered picture directly below for easy comparison.
Look at the bottom to see how many differences you will have
to find per picture. There are 15-25 differences per image with
over 500 differences for you to find. Images were carefully
chosen to ensure that a minimum of 15 differences were
possible per image. That being said, most of the images have
a difficulty level where the differences are relatively easy to
find (about 80% easy per image) the rest of the differences
require a bit more searching and concentration to find. If you
feel the need, solutions are provided at the back of the book.
Changes can include color changes, changes to shapes,
shapes that were removed, etc. This spot the difference book
for adults is a large book at 8.5 x 11 in (21.59 x 27.94 cm).
This find the difference book for adults is another book to add
to your growing collection and should keep you busy for a
while. Don't wait. Buy this spot the difference book for adults
now and embark on a fantastic picture puzzle journey!

Spot the Differences - Real Photo Puzzles
This book with hidden pictures for adults will take you on a
fantastic journey with beautiful images that you will really
enjoy. You have asked and we have delivered yet another
spot the difference book that you can enjoy! With this picture
puzzle book for adults, you will see some of the following: 50
Find the difference pictures that include some of the following
pictures: Fantasy, steampunk, planes, art, town scenes, food,
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changed image is directly below. Each page indicates the
amount of differences at the bottom. Each image has
between 5 to 25 differences. It is not so easy to quantify
difficulty, but during our quality checks, we found that about
80% of differences are fairly easy to find while the rest of the
differences were a bit more challenging. Stuck? No problem;
since all solutions are available if you really need some help.
Changes include some of the following: Size changes, color
changes, objects removed or added and more. This is a large
picture puzzle book at 8.5 x 11 in (21.59 x 27.94 cm). From
past experiences, it is evident that people have already
enjoyed this type of book and we know that you will enjoy it
too. Don't wait! Order your find the difference book now!

The Saturday Evening Post Spot the Differences
Picture Puzzles
What a challenging puzzle book! Get it for you or offer it as a
special Gift It's a perfect picture puzzles book, dedicated for
adults, teens and kids who are looking for challenging
puzzles to solve. You will surely spend a high quality and
enjoyable time finding the differences between the pictures.
This book contains multiple real photos related to travels,
animals, music, hobbies and more! The difficulty level of each
photo varies between easy, medium and hard. It's up to you
to solve them all! Specifications : 8.5 x 11 inches (15.24 x
22.86 cm) 61 well made pages Great size - Large enough
Photos Well designed matte cover Do you think you can solve
them all ? Well, GET it Now

Remember When? Picture Puzzles
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Invites youngsters
find ten
or more differences between
slightly changed versions of the same photograph of
everyday activities, groups of objects, and other scenes.
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Read More
About
Puzzles For Adults Includes

Spot The Odd One Out Find The Stars Mazes And Find The
Differences
Arts & Photography
Biographies & Memoirs
Business & Money
Children's Books
Christian Books & Bibles
Comics & Graphic Novels
Computers & Technology
Cookbooks, Food & Wine
Crafts, Hobbies & Home
Education & Teaching
Engineering & Transportation
Health, Fitness & Dieting
History
Humor & Entertainment
Law
LGBTQ+ Books
Literature & Fiction
Medical Books
Mystery, Thriller & Suspense
Parenting & Relationships
Politics & Social Sciences
Reference
Religion & Spirituality
Romance
Science & Math
Science Fiction & Fantasy
Self-Help
Sports & Outdoors
Teen & Young Adult
Test Preparation
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